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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

1.1.1

In November 2009, South Bucks District Council commissioned Chris Blandford Associates to
undertake the first phase of a Townscape Character Study for the following eleven settlements
that are excluded from the Green Belt within the District (as shown on Figure 1.1):
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

1.1.2

Beaconsfield
Gerrards Cross
Denham Green
Burnham
Farnham Common
Farnham Royal
Stoke Poges
Iver Heath
Iver Village
Richings Park
New Denham and Willowbank

Townscape Character Assessment is a tool that allows the townscape character of urban areas
to be understood, explained and described in a transparent and robust way by mapping and
describing the variations in physical and cultural elements that make one area distinctive from
another at a range of spatial scales. Townscape Character Assessment also recognises how
townscapes have changed over time and acknowledges the changing influences of human
activities and the impacts of economic development.

1.1.3

A better understanding of townscapes- their visual character and distinctiveness, sensitivity to
change and their conservation and enhancement needs – is essential to help to work towards
developing a coherent approach to halting the erosion of distinctive physical, cultural and
natural characteristics that are causing a decline in the diversity, sense of place and identity,
and quality of townscape within urban areas.

1.2

Purpose and Scope

1.2.1

The overall purpose of the Townscape Character Study is to inform and provide a robust
evidence base for the Council’s Local Development Framework. The first stage of the Study is
primarily a rapid, ‘top-down’ desk-based assessment.

A second stage is due to be

commissioned which will seek to verify the findings from the Part One work through more
detailed ‘bottom-up’ site-based assessment and evaluation.
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1.2.2

Part one of the Study aims to:
x

Define the physical and cultural influences on townscape character of each settlement and
identify future forces for change;

x

Identify and map provisional areas of distinctive townscape character within each
settlement;

x

Assess the broad implications of different rates and levels of future development on the
character of each settlement;

x

Set out recommendations for the Core Strategy policy on protecting townscape character.

1.3

Desk-Based Methodology

1.3.1

There is currently no specific standard guidance produced by national government or the
relevant statutory agencies on the characterisation of townscapes within urban areas. The
overall approach for undertaking the Townscape Character Assessment is based on the
principles of character assessment developed for rural areas by the Countryside Agency1, as
extended to assessment of historic towns and cities.

Inception/Familiarisation

1.3.2

The initial stage of the process involved the collation of relevant background data and reports.
A rapid familiarisation site visit was also undertaken by car to provide a broad understanding
the structure/pattern of each settlement.
Evolution of Townscape Character and Forces for Change

1.3.3

Research was undertaken to define the factors (physical and cultural) that have influenced the
location and evolution of the urban form and character of each settlement. This work drew on
a range of documentary sources, including the following key sources of information:

1.3.4

x

Buckinghamshire Historic Towns Project;

x

South Bucks District Settlement Character Study (Compilation Draft);

x

Conservation Area Appraisals (where available); and

x

South Bucks Landscape Character Assessment.

The evolution of each settlement was assessed to consider the influence of historic periods of
growth on contemporary morphology and layout. An assessment of the special townscape

1

Landscape Character Assessment – Guidance for England and Scotland (Countryside Agency/Scottish Natural Heritage. 2002).
South Bucks Townscape Character Study
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qualities that are sensitive to change and desirable to safeguard/enhance within each settlement
was undertaken for each settlement.

Drawing on relevant sources of information, a brief

commentary on the key forces for change that are influencing, or may influence, the future
character of each settlement is also provided.

1.3.5

The Compilation Draft of the South Bucks District Settlement Character Study was used as a
key source of background information. It provided an important starting point to form the basis
of the settlement evolution sections for each settlement.

Mapping of Townscape Character Units

1.3.6

Drawing on the above analysis, provisional areas of distinctive townscape character within
each settlement were identified and mapped at a 1;10,000 scale. Townscape Character Areas
are units of townscape which exhibit a distinct and relatively homogenous character with
similar physical and cultural attributes, including landform, urban form, land use and historical
evolution. Within defined areas, the character may also appear heterogeneous resulting from a
plurality of styles, building types and materials. Townscape Character Areas were defined
using a ‘top-down’ review of available data and as a result are based primarily upon street
pattern, layout, density and land use. It is important to recognise that these Character Areas are
provisional, and will need to be tested and validated by detailed survey work in Part Two of the
Study This subsequent stage of work will consider how different physical and cultural
attributes/features combine with perceptual qualities such as scale, pattern, and cultural
associations.

Assessment of Development Implications

1.3.7

The implications of different rates and levels of future development on the character of the
settlements were assessed in broad terms. This took into account the Core Strategy housing
figures for each settlement (see Annex A for details).

Recommendations

1.3.8

Taking into account the findings from the above research and analysis, recommendations for
the Core Strategy policy on protecting townscape character are provided.
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The Buckinghamshire County Historic Towns Project

1.3.9

For three settlements within the Study Area (Beaconsfield, Burnham and Gerrards Cross)
Historic Towns Project Reports have been completed, or are in the process of being
completed2. The Historic Towns Project forms part of a national programme of projects funded
by English Heritage, based on the archaeology, topography and historic buildings of England’s
historic towns and cities. The three main objectives of the Historic Towns Project are:
x

To provide detailed GIS based mapping for each town;

x

To provide town specific reports discussing the character and growth;

x

To provide a management strategy for each town comprising a research agenda and
recommendations relating to conservation, development, access and interpretation.

1.3.10

The Historic Towns Project methodology3 involved a review of data and literature and historic
map regression (the analysis of series of historic OS maps) for each historic town. In addition,
the detailed assessment phase included field surveys for each town, in order to gain an
understanding of the built character and experience within the townscape, resulting in the
production of Historic Urban Character Zones.

1.3.11

The provisional Townscape Character Areas for Burnham, Gerrards Cross and Beaconsfield
mapped within this report are broadly consistent with the Historic Urban Character Zones
defined by the Historic Towns Project. There are, however, some differences between the
precise mapping of particular boundaries. This is considered to be a result of the more detailed
historic map regression and field survey analysis undertaken for the Historic Towns Project. As
noted above, the boundaries of the provisional Townscape Character Areas will need to be
refined through field survey analysis in part two of the Study.

1.4

User Guide

1.4.1

Each settlement profile is structured as follows:
x

Settlement Evolution – provides an overview of the location of the settlement and its
historic evolution and growth.

2

Beaconsfield Historic Town Assessment Report (Final Report) September 2008, Ruth Beckley, Buckinghamshire County Council,
English Heritage and South Bucks District Council; Historic Environment Character Assessment (Burnham and Gerrards Cross
Interim Report) County Archaeological Service, Buckinghamshire County Council, South Bucks District Council.
3
Buckinghamshire County Council Archaeology Service 2008, Buckinghamshire Historic Towns Project Methodology
(Buckinghamshire County Council, English Heritage).
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x

Townscape Character Areas – provides a list of the key characteristics for each identified
area of distinctive character.

x

Special Townscape Qualities – provides an overview of the key features that are considered
to be sensitive to change/desirable to safeguard for the settlement.

x

Key Forces for Change – provides an overview of the key forces for change that are
considered to be influencing townscape character within each settlement, based upon deskbased research.

x

Development Implications – provides a brief overview of the broad effects of proposed
levels of development on the character of the settlement.
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2.0

BEACONSFIELD

2.1

Settlement Evolution

2.1.1

Beaconsfield is situated in the northwest of the District, to the west of Gerrards Cross. To the
south, it overlooks the corridor of the M40 motorway, which is accessible via junctions 2 and
3, to the east and west of the town respectively. The town is situated along the historic route
between London and Oxford (the present day A40). To the north, the landscape contains
frequent large areas of woodland, many of which abut the settlement edge. Topographically,
the town is situated where the lower slopes of the Chiltern Hills meet flatter landscapes to the
south. A dry, wooded valley separates Holtspur from the remainder of the town.

2.1.2

Saxon and early medieval documentary evidence for Beaconsfield remain scarce; neither the
parish nor the town are mentioned in the Domesday Book or any earlier sources. The origins
of Beaconsfield date back to the medieval period. The settlement has been the site of markets
and fairs since the mid 13th century, within the lands belonging to Burnham Abbey. After the
dissolution of the Abbey, the town and its surrounding landscape was divided into the three
great estates of Hall Barn, Gregories and Wilton Park.

Introduction of the Turnpike road

around 1750, and the rapid consequential growth in the coaching trade between London and
Oxford brought prosperity to the Old Town and the Hall Barn estate. The town was revitalised
by the arrival of the railway in 1905, which heralded the development of Beaconsfield New
Town; part of the metro-land development for commuters in the 20th century. Located almost a
mile north of the Old Town, the railway station shifted the town’s social and economic focus
away from the historic core to the rapidly developing New Town. After this point, growth
became focussed around the station (in the New Town), within the Gregories and Wilton Park
estates. The Holtspur area, formerly part of Wooburn, has developed since 1945 with its own
local community facilities.

2.1.3

The wide streets of the Old Town grew around an ancient cross-roads and contain a mix of
half-timbered, Georgian and Victorian buildings. Some of this Georgian appearance is the
result of refronting during the prosperity of the coaching period. To its south the town’s first
Council owned houses were built in Malthouse Square. Lakes Lane, Horseshoe Crescent,
Shepherds Lane and the Candlemas Lane terraces were also largely built by the time of the
1925 Ordnance Survey map. Next were Candlemas Lane and the large area built as Council
owned housing between Maxwell Road and Waller Road, which consolidated the coalescence
of the Old and New Towns. The Wattleton Road areas of private detached housing were
developed in the 1950s and 60s. Three of the four quadrants of the Old Town saw infilling,
including development off Shepherds Lane in the northeast, in Old Town Close and extension
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of the Spinney in the northwest, and at Crosby Close in the southeast.

The Wilton Park

mansion, having been requisitioned during the second World War for military purposes, was
demolished in 1967 and replaced with the present operational buildings. The Beaconsfield
Conservation Area was designated in 1969, and redesignated in 2006 with amended boundary.
The core streets of the Old Town remain relatively unaltered from their original historic form.

2.1.4

Following the opening of the railway station in or around 1906, development of the New Town
commenced on Station Parade, around 1908, and then south of the bridge by around 1912 and
also in Ledborough Lane.

This was quickly followed by development of Baring/Reynolds

Roads and by the early stages of individual development in and off Gregories, Burkes, and
Grove Roads. By the time of the 1925 Ordnance Survey map, development had commenced
at Woodside Road, extended through Warwick Road and into Grenfell Road, and began
consolidating in roads east of Penn Road and north of Ledborough Lane. The Burgess Wood
area was opened up shortly after. The plainer shopping parades of The Highway date from the
early 1930s. The 1960s saw development of the Seeleys Road area, Copperfields and small
closes south of Gregories Road. The small closes on the former Seeleys Farm area were built
later, some years after 1971. After adoption of the Local Plan in 1999, development took place
at Oakdene and Ledborough Gate, on the former Oakdene School site. Development in the
New Town initially conformed to the pre 18th century field boundaries, particularly around
Knotty Green and immediately north of the railway, indicating sale of land on a field-by-field
basis. 20th century woodland was also added to the area around Gregories while building plots
were sold off in piecemeal fashion. In contrast, Beaconsfield Old Town has retained much of
its historic character despite the rapid growth of the New Town.

2.1.5

The main development of Holtspur took place in the late 1940s/50s, comprising a mixture of
individual, estate and Council owned dwellings with local facilities for shops, schools and
leisure. Roads such as Heath and Ivins may have predated those to the east of Holtspur Top
Lane.

Prior to development, the land formed part of two farms; Holtspur Bottom Farm

(farmhouse listed) and Holtspur Top Farm (farmhouse demolished and site now occupied by
the Harvester public house). The Hampden Hill area was developed in 1960s in a unique
style, and was designated a Conservation Area in 2005.

2.1.6

A more detailed review of settlement evolution within Beaconsfield is provided by the Historic
Town Assessment Report for Beaconsfield4.

4

Beckley, R. 2008, Beaconsfield Historic Town Assessment Report (Buckinghamshire County Council, English Heritage)
South Bucks Townscape Character Study
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2.2

Townscape Character Areas and Key Characteristics (see Figure 2.2)
1. Penn Road Residential Area
x

Low Density residential area at the northern edge of the settlement which encompasses a
series of detached houses, set within large front and back gardens;

x

Gardens and streets often contain mature deciduous trees which soften the streetscape;

x

Road corridors are also often lined with hedgerows;

x

To the northwest, houses are enclosed by areas of adjacent woodland;

x

Distinctive Arts and Crafts architecture along Penn Road and Ledborough Lane.

2. Sandelswood End Road Residential Area
x

A relatively low density residential area at the eastern edge of Beaconsfield, which
encompasses predominantly detached houses, set within small front and back garden plots;

x

Houses are set out in a pattern of closes and dead end roads, leading off Sandelswood
Road, which provides the main north-south connecting route;

x

To the east, a sense of enclosure is provided by large blocks of woodland;

3. Beaconsfield New Town Commercial Centre
x

Situated towards the centre of the settlement, this area contains the main shopping centre
within the settlement;

x

The layout of many of the shops is based around a series of shopping parades;

x

A railway line crosses the area east-west, with a station towards the centre of the area;

x

In the south, large blocks of buildings associated with a supermarket contribute to street
pattern and layout.

4. Maxwell Road and Reynolds Road Residential and Commercial Area
x

Situated at the centre of the settlement, this area encompasses a series of detached and
semi-detached houses, set out along a series of avenues and closes leading off the main
Penn Road;

x

Houses have small back gardens, often containing mature deciduous trees;

x

In the northeast of the area, houses are set out in a curvilinear street pattern, following a
series of drives and closes leading from Seeleys Road.
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5. Amersham Road Residential Area
x

Situated to the south of the railway line, in the east of the town, this area encompasses a
series of semi-detached and terraced houses, set out along several closes leading south off
Maxwell Road;

x

House are associated with small front and back gardens and blocks of housing are
separated by wide areas of mown grassland open space;

x

Other key areas of open space include two large areas of School Playing Fields;

x

In the west of the area, large supermarket warehouse buildings and associated car parking
contribute to the street pattern and layout.

6. Gregories Road to Burkes Road Residential Area
x

This low density area encompasses a series of detached houses, set within relatively large
plots, with associated front and back gardens (often containing mature deciduous trees);

x

In the south of the area, school playing fields provide a key open space, and to the west of
this, Walk Wood provides a sense of enclosure;

x

At Hampden Hill in the west of the area, a series of distinctive chalet type houses have been
relatively unaltered since their development in the 1960s;

x

A street pattern of winding roads.

7. Holtspur Residential Area
x

This high density area, situated at the southwestern edge of the settlement encompasses a
series of semi-detached, detached and terraced houses, based around a square layout
leading off Cherry Tree Road;

x

Houses have a combination of front and back gardens and front drives;

x

At the centre of the area school playing fields provide a key open space;

x

The area also has some commercial and community facilities.

8. Wattleton Road Residential Area
x

Situated at the southern edge of Beaconsfield, this low density area encompasses a series of
detached and semi-detached houses set within large plots;

x

Housing is arranged along Gregories, Beechwood and Burkes Roads, with large areas of
school playing fields providing key open spaces amongst the built form;

x

In the south of the area, three large areas of open grassland provide a buffer between the
settlement edge and motorway corridor to the south.
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9. Beaconsfield Historic Core (Old Town)
x

This area contains the earliest surviving buildings in the town (dating to the late medieval
period), which are mainly clustered around the crossroads and the church;

x

Street pattern and layout within this area has essentially remained unchanged since the 18th
century;

x

Several of the historic buildings are used as commercial and retail properties;

x

Most of the historic plots have undergone little change since the 19th century, other than
some redevelopment or restructuring;

x

Buildings along the north and south of London Road form an almost continuous facade and
building line, whilst houses to the north and south are semi-detached or terraced with small
garden plots;

x

In certain places, for example at Crossways – to the west of Park Lane, modern apartment
block infill is apparent.

10. Malthouse Square Residential Area
x

Situated at the southeastern edge of the settlement, this area is predominantly residential;

x

It contains a mixture of semi-detached and detached houses which are set within medium
to large-scale plots;

x

To the south of Malthouse Square, houses have small/ medium front and back gardens,
whilst along Lakes Lane to the east, larger, long back gardens are a feature;

x

Towards the centre of the area, playing fields form a key open space.

2.3

Special Townscape Qualities

2.3.1

Within Beaconsfield, the following key features are considered to be sensitive to
change/desirable to safeguard (see Figure 2.3):
x

The settlement pattern and layout of low density housing within Townscape Character
Areas 1, 2, 6 and 8, which encompass a series of detached and semi-detached houses, often
with large garden plots;

x

Numerous historic, listed buildings (most of which are situated within the Conservation
Area);

x

The current settlement pattern, form and layout of buildings within the historic core
(Conservation Area) in the Old Town in the southeast of the town;
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x

The Conservation Area encompassing housing at Hampden Hill (within Gregories Road to
Burkes Road Low Density Residential Area);

x

A high proportion of tree cover within the urban area including mature trees within private
gardens, or at the boundary between rear gardens;

x

Key areas of open space within the built form such as school playing fields and areas of
mown grassland (such as within Penn Road Low Density Residential Area, Amersham Road
High Density Residential Area, Holtspur High Density Residential Area and Wattleton Road
Low Density Residential Area);

x

Blocks of ancient woodland at the northern and western edges of the settlement and also
within the built form (such as Walk Wood within Gregories Road to Burkes Road Low
Density Residential Area);

x

Distinctive Arts and Crafts Architecture within certain housing areas;

x

The leafy character of suburban lanes associated with mature hedgerows and mature
vegetation within back gardens;

x

The biodiversity value of St. Mary's and All Saints churchyard, which is a Biological
Notification Site.

2.4

Key Forces for Change

2.4.1

Based upon desk-based research, the following key forces for change are considered to be
influencing townscape character within Beaconsfield:
x

Pressure for additional retail and commercial development or conversion/alteration of
existing buildings within the Old Town at the southern edge of the settlement;

x

Frontage infill housing development in the gardens/plots of existing properties within low
density housing areas (such as within areas 1, 2, 6 and 8);

x

Demolition of existing large properties to allow redevelopment with a larger number of
properties on the same plot, within low density residential areas (as above);

x

Pressure for backland development within the rear gardens of properties with existing large
plots (recent examples include rebuilding of dwellings in grounds in areas such as Burkes
Road and Burgess Wood Road);

x

Pressure for redevelopment of housing plots for apartments;

x

Pressure for change on Station Road, which connects the Old and New Towns.

2.5

Development Implications

2.5.1

Options are being tested through the Core Strategy process for different rates and levels of
development within the District’s settlements (see Annex A). Option 1 would deliver the South
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East Plan requirement only and Option 2 would include sites identified in the recently
published Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA), and would result in a
higher number of dwellings being built. There are three additional sub-options that could
affect Beaconsfield – Options 2 a, b and c would involve development on Green Belt land at
Wilton Park to the east of the town. Option 2b would, in addition, involve development much
later in the Plan period on a contingency site to the east or south of Beaconsfield.
x

Option 1: This option would result in about 140 dwellings being built in Beaconsfield over
the period 2009-14 (including many that have already been granted planning permission),
with no more new housing being permitted in the period to 2026. This level of housing
would have negligible impact on character, but it is perhaps unrealistic to expect no new
dwellings to be permitted in the next 15 years.

x

Option 2: This option would result in about 257 dwellings being built in the period 200926, almost twice the number in Option 1. This would equate to an average of 15 units per
year over this period, much lower than recent rates of development. This level of new
development is unlikely to lead to abrupt changes to townscape character in the town,
although it may have more noticeable impacts on lower density areas such as 6 or 1.
Options 2a-c would have an even greater impact on the town’s character, especially Option
2b, which would have a particular impact on Areas 5 and 9, which currently overlook
green field land.

x

Mitigation required: the levels of development in Option 2 could have some impact on
Townscape Character Areas in Beaconsfield if not handled sensitively.

This could be

mitigated through strong policies to ensure careful design and appropriate layouts,
especially in lower density areas such as Townscape Character Area 6.
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3.0

GERRARDS CROSS

3.1

Settlement Evolution

3.1.1

Gerrards Cross is situated in the north of the District, to the east of Beaconsfield and west of
Denham Green.
alongside

the

The course of the River Misbourne runs to the east of the settlement,
M25

road

corridor

which

runs

north-south

across

the

landscape.

Topographically, Gerrards Cross has developed on the promontory between the valleys of the
Misbourne and Alderbourne. To the south of the settlement, the M40 road corridor runs eastwest across the landscape, whilst the towns main roads (the A413 and A40) run northwest
through the settlement. To the north, Gerrards Cross joins the settlement of Chalfont St Peter
(within Chiltern District). At the western edge of Gerrards Cross, the designed landscape of
Bulstrode Park is a key landscape feature, whilst large patches of woodland are scattered along
the southern and eastern settlement edges. Towards the centre of the settlement, Gerrards
Cross Common provides a key greenspace.

3.1.2

Technically, the origins of this settlement stem from the hill-fort of Bulstrode Camp, however,
areas of ‘common-side’ settlement around the Pond, West Common, west and east of the
Packhorse Inn, and towards the southern end of the Common were evident pre 1900. The
arrival of the railway in 1906 with its accessibility to and from central London was very quickly
followed by the marketing of suburban living for the “well-to-do” and the commencement of
development.

Building plots on the Orchehill estate (Oval Way and South Park) were

marketed that same year.

The centralising focus of the railway station led also to retail

development, first north of the tracks and in Station Road/Oak End Way, then to the south of
the bridge, between 1910 and the 1930s.

Earlier developments display the architectural

features of individual front gables, bay and half timbered elevations, whereas the later blocks
were more utilitarian. Those with upper floor flats included redevelopments of the 1950s and
60s.

3.1.3

Parallel to the marketing of the Orchehill estate was that for plots along Bulstrode Way and
Marsham Way in 1906/07, followed by Layters Way, Fulmer Way and Vicarage Way. Much of
Bulstrode and Layters Way were developed by 1917. Many but not all of the houses were
custom designed by local architects and built individually or in small groups through to 1915.
The Woodhill estate was laid out as individual building plots form 1923, though developed
similarly over a long period into the 1930s. These developments are well illustrated on the
1926 Ordnance Survey Map but show a considerable extent of development also north into
Austenwood and Chalfont St Peter. The map shows an imbalance of development north and
south of the station; the Common and then the A40 acting as a firm edge to development to the
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south at this time. A scatter of properties in the general Woodlands/South Park area had been
built by the time of the 1938 map, including some that have since been redeveloped.
Consolidation in South Park Drive, South Park View, Marsham Lane (North), Woodlands and
Woodlands Close had completed by the time of the 1972 map. More recent years since 1972
have seen the completion of first developments at Oak End Way (east) and Lower Road, infill
assembly development at Norgrove Park, redevelopment of large plots such as at The Cheyne
and Woodlands, and continuing frontage redevelopments. South of the railway, the post-war
to 1970 period saw the completion and consolidation of the Woodhill and Moreland Drive
estates and of West Common Close. Bentinck Close and then Miller Place (in two parts) have
been 1970s to 1990s developments.

3.1.4

The Marsham Lodge estate was completed in 1969 on the site of the former House, and within
landscape-designed grounds. Publicity for the development claimed to combine modernist
design with attention to detail and harmony with the suburban environment. Since 2000,
properties such as Braid House on Bull Lane have been redeveloped and properties on
Packhorse Road within easy walking distance of the centre and station have and continue to be
redeveloped for apartments. The East and West Common Conservation Area was designated in
1987. Gerrards Cross Centenary Conservation Area was also designated in 2009.

3.1.5

A more detailed review of settlement evolution within Gerrards Cross is provided by the
Historic Town Assessment Report for Burnham and Gerrards Cross5.

3.2

Townscape Character Areas and Key Characteristics (see Figure 3.2)
1. Layter’s Way Residential Area
x

Situated at the northwestern edge of the town, this high density residential area
encompasses a series of semi detached and terraced houses;

x

Houses are associated with small back gardens, often containing mature deciduous trees;

x

On street parking is a feature of this area.

2. Orchehill Avenue to Oak End Way Residential Area
x

This predominantly residential area encompasses a series of detached and semi detached
houses set within large garden plots;

5

Green, D. 2009, Historic Character Assessment (Burnham and Gerrards Cross): Interim Report (Buckinghamshire County Council,
English Heritage).
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x

At the eastern edge of the area (within Woodlands), large back garden plots are screened
from the adjacent road corridor by a network of mature deciduous trees;

x

Street pattern comprises a series of closes, with relatively regular plot shapes and sizes
throughout the area;

x

A linear block of woodland also provides a sense of enclosure from the main road corridor
to the east.

3. Packhorse Road Residential and Commercial Area
x

Situated in close proximity to the railway corridor, this area encompasses a mixture of
shops, commercial properties and houses;

x

To the north of the railway, commercial buildings and shops are set out in a grid pattern,
often surrounding car parks at the centre of the arrangement;

x

Packhorse Road crosses the railway corridor and forms the axis of the ‘new’ Gerrards Cross
within the station at the centre;

x

At the southern edge of the area, along West Common road, a small, high density
residential area comprises semi-detached and terraced housing, overlooking Gerrards Cross
Common to the south.

4. Moreland Drive Residential Area
x

This high density area of housing is situated at the southern edge of Gerrards Cross;

x

A series of semi-detached and terraced houses are arranged around two closes, which
overlook relatively large areas of mown grassland open space;

x

On-street parking is a feature of this area;

x

Houses tend to have small to medium sized front and back gardens.

5. Dukeswood Drive to Fulmer Drive Residential Area
x

Situated at the southern end of the settlement, this large, low density area encompasses a
series of detached and semi-detached houses, with large back gardens and small front
gardens;

x

Mature deciduous trees are a feature of most of the private gardens;

x

Street pattern and plot layout is homogenous throughout most of the area between
Dukeswood Drive to the north and Fulmer Drive to the south;

x

At the southern and western edges of the area, mature deciduous woodland provides a
sense of enclosure and also provides screening from the M40 motorway corridor to the
south.
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6. Camp Road Residential Area
x

This area of very low density housing is situated at the western edge of the settlement;

x

It encompasses a series of predominantly detached houses which are set within large plots,
often containing mature trees and hedgerows;

x

At the centre of the area, Bulstrode Camp (the oval-shaped site of an Iron Age hillfort)
provides a key area of open grassland within the built up area;

x

The boundaries of Bulstrode Camp are lined, almost continuously with mature deciduous
trees;

x

At the western edge of the area, the back gardens of housing are separated from the large
open space of Bulstrode Park by mature deciduous trees.

7. Gerrards Cross Common
x

Situated at the centre of the settlement, Gerrards Cross Common encompasses a relatively
large area of degraded heathland, with smaller mown grassland spaces to the north;

x

This area provides a key open space within the surrounding built form;

x

At the northern and western edges of the area, housing within adjacent townscape character
areas overlooks the Common;

x

Three ponds on the Common are landscape features.

8. Marsham Way Residential Area
x

This area of low density housing is situated at the eastern edge of the settlement;

x

It encompasses a series of predominantly detached houses which are set within large plots
(comprising a combination of large front and back gardens);

x

Housing is set out along a series of ‘Ways’ leading off Marsham Way (in the north of the
area);

x

At the southern edge of the area, woodland within Gallows Wood provides a sense of
enclosure.

3.3

Special Townscape Qualities

3.3.1

Within Gerrards Cross, the following key features are considered to be sensitive to
change/desirable to safeguard (see Figure 3.3):
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x

The settlement pattern and layout of low density housing within Townscape Character
Areas 2, 5, 6 and 8 which encompass a series of detached and semi-detached houses, often
set within large garden plots;

x

The setting and layout of the Conservation Area which encompasses several Listed
Buildings;

x

Distinctive Arts and Crafts Architecture;

x

Mature trees lining routes through the village such as Packhorse Lane;

x

A number of veteran trees which are key landscape features and relate to the previous land
use as parkland for neighbouring Bulstrode;

x

Significant historic features within the fabric of the present day settlement, such as Gerrards
Cross Common, and Bulstrode Iron Age hillfort (which is a Scheduled Ancient Monument);

x

Bulstrode Camp and Gerrards Cross Common are also Local Wildlife Sites;

x

Key areas of open space within the built form, both within townscape character areas (as set
out above) and Gerrards Cross Common;

x

Blocks of woodland at the edges of the settlement which provide a sense of enclosure;

x

The layout and setting of Bulstrode Park at the western edge of the area, which is a
Registered Park and Garden;

x

Occasional historic (listed) buildings, which are scattered amongst the built fabric.

3.4

Key Forces for Change

3.4.1

Based upon desk-based research, the following key forces for change are considered to be
influencing townscape character within Gerrards Cross:
x

Frontage infill housing development in the gardens/plots of existing properties within low
density housing areas 2, 5, 6 and 8

x

Demolition of existing properties to allow redevelopment with a lager number of properties
on the same plot, within low density residential areas (as above);

x

Pressure for backland development within the rear gardens of properties with existing large
plots;

x

Pressure for redevelopment of housing plots for apartments;

x

Pressure for loss of distinctive Arts and Crafts architecture through building alterations;

x

Pressure for loss of hedgerows resulting in an erosion of the leafy character;

x

Traffic pressure associated with the Tesco development.

3.5

Development Implications

3.5.1

Options are being tested through the Core Strategy process for different rates and levels of
development within the District’s settlements (see Annex A). Option 1 would deliver the South
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East Plan requirement only and Option 2 would include sites identified in the recently
published Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA), and would result in a
higher number of dwellings being built.
x

Option 1: This option would result in about 51 98 dwellings being built in Gerrards Cross
over the period 2009-14 (including many that have already been granted planning
permission). 4 new dwellings are proposed during the period 2014-19, with no more new
housing permitted in the period to 2026. This level of housing would have negligible
impact on character, but it is perhaps unrealistic to expect only 4 new dwellings to be
permitted in the next 15 years.

x

Option 2: This option would result in about 159 dwellings being built in the period 200926, approximately a third more than the number in Option 1. This would equate to an
average of 9 units per year over this period, much lower than recent rates of development.
This level of new development is unlikely to lead to abrupt changes to townscape character
in the town, although it may have more noticeable impacts on lower density areas such as
2, 5, 6 and 8. There would be a greater impact on area 6, which overlooks open land
within Bulstrode Park to the west.

x

Mitigation required: the levels of development in Option 2 could have some impact on
Townscape Character Areas in Gerrards Cross if not handled sensitively. This could be
mitigated through strong policies to ensure careful design and appropriate layouts,
especially in lower density areas such as Townscape Character Areas 2, 5, 6 and 8.
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4.0

DENHAM GREEN

4.1

Settlement Evolution

4.1.1

Denham Green is situated in the east of the District, to the east of Gerrards Cross and north or
New Denham and Willowbank. At the eastern edge of the village, the wide corridor of the
River Colne is a key landscape feature, whilst to the south; the narrower corridor of the River
Misbourne crosses the landscape.

The corridor of the A412 main road runs north south

through the village, connecting with Denham in the south. Pockets of woodland abut several
of the settlement edges.

4.1.2

The historic village of Denham lies about half a mile to the south of the railway, which from
information relating to Gerrards Cross must date from around 1906. Yet by the time of the
1938 Ordnance Survey Map, residential development was only just beginning, in lanes close to
the railway station, and the Denham Film Studios had just been developed, including the
Media Park Walter Gropius building built in 1936.

The majority of the shops appear,

unusually, to predate the housing and may also therefore derive from the impetus of the station
and film studios.

4.1.3

Principal residential growth appears to date from the 1950s, and virtually the entire settlement
as it is today was complete by the time of the 1969/71 Ordnance Survey maps. Only James
Martin Close and incidental infill sites postdate 1971.

4.2

Townscape Character Areas and Key Characteristics (see Figure 4.2)
1.
x

Denham Green Lane Residential Area

This area consists of large, predominantly detached houses with generous front and rear
gardens;

x

The area also contains a school and associated playing fields;

x

Houses are set back from the road, along Denham Green, which is a wide lane;

x

At the western edge of the area, trees within Newstead Wood provide a sense of enclosure;

x

Houses tend to have front drives, with several front gardens largely paved;

x

In addition, symmetrical grass verges line both sides of Denham Green Lane;

x

Mature deciduous trees are also a feature of several garden plots.
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2.

Denham Garden Village Residential Area

x

This self-contained community was designed specifically as a retirement village;

x

The development comprises detached, semi-detached and small blocks of dwellings set
within a parkland style landscape;

x

A minority of houses have private gardens;

x

A curvilinear road circumnavigates the development with many buildings being served by
paths rather than roads;

x

Associated areas of hard-standing provide car parking areas;

x

A range of community facilities, including a bowling green, are situated towards the centre
of the area;

x

The area has undergone recent renewal.

3.

Broadwater Park Industrial Estate

x

This industrial estate forms a discrete area separated from the main section of the settlement
to the west by the North Orbit Road and Link Way;

x

Large scale, rectangular buildings are fronted by extensive areas of hard-standing, used for
parking;

x

Shelterbelts and woodland largely enclose the industrial estate;

x

The northern part of the area (Deluxe Laboratories site) is due to be redeveloped as housing.

4.
x

Penn Drive and Denham Green Close Residential Area

This high density area encompasses a series of semi-detached and terraced houses, set out
along several parallel drives;

x

Plots size and layout is relatively homogenous. Houses tend to have small to medium sized
front and back gardens, often containing mature deciduous trees;

x

Post-war development of larger blocks of housing has occurred at the eastern and southern
edges of the area.

4.3

Special Townscape Qualities

4.3.1

Within Denham Green, the following key features are considered to be sensitive to
change/desirable to safeguard (see Figure 4.3):
x

Pockets of ancient woodland to the north of the settlement which provide a sense of
enclosure and are key landscape features;
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x

The biological interest of Nightingale Wood at the northern edge of the settlement, which is
a Biological Notification Site;

x

Flooded former gravel pits, within the Colne River corridor, which are designated as a Site
of Special Scientific Interest and provide landscape setting to the eastern edge of the
settlement;

x

The historic, listed building within Deluxe Laboratories site (Townscape Character Area 3);

x

The settlement pattern and layout of low density housing within Townscape Character Area
1 which encompasses a series of detached and semi-detached houses, often with large
garden plots.

4.4

Key Forces for Change

4.4.1

Based upon desk-based research, the following key forces for change are considered to be
influencing townscape character within Denham Green:
x

Frontage infill housing development in the gardens/plots of existing properties within low
density housing areas, such as within area 1;

x

Demolition of existing properties to allow redevelopment with a lager number of properties
on the same plot, within low density residential areas (as above);

x

Pressure for backland development within the rear gardens of properties with existing large
plots;

x

Pressure for redevelopment of housing plots for apartments.

4.5

Development Implications

4.5.1

Options are being tested through the Core Strategy process for different rates and levels of
development within the District’s settlements (see Annex A). Option 1 would deliver the South
East Plan requirement only and Option 2 would include sites identified in the recently
published Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA), and would result in a
higher number of dwellings being built.
x

Option 1: This option would result in about 224 dwellings being built in Denham Green
over the period 2009-14 (including many that have already been granted planning
permission). 66 new dwellings are proposed during the period 2014-19, with no more new
housing permitted in the period to 2026. This would equate to an average of 17 units per
year over this period. This level of housing would have a relatively substantial impact on
character, particularly within low density housing area 1.
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x

Option 2: This option would result in the same number of dwellings (224) as Option 1
being built in the period 2009-14, however a higher number of dwellings would be built
within the period 2014-19 (71), with 4 also proposed in the period 2019-26. In total, this
would result in 9 more dwellings than within Option 1, however the average number of
units per year would remain roughly the same. This would equate to an average of 17 units
per year over this period, much lower than recent rates of development. This level of
housing would have a relatively substantial impact on character, particularly within low
density housing area 1.

x

Mitigation required: the levels of development in Options 1 and 2 are similar and could
have a relatively substantial impact on Townscape Character Areas in Denham Green if not
handled sensitively.

This could be mitigated through strong policies to ensure careful

design and appropriate layouts, especially in lower density areas such as Townscape
Character Area 1.
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5.0

BURNHAM

5.1

Settlement Evolution

5.1.1

Burnham is situated in the southwest of the District to the west of Farnham Royal. Several
minor (B) roads run north-south and east-west across the settlement, connecting to the A4 main
road corridor to the south. Burnham is also located in close proximity to the large town of
Slough to the southeast.

5.1.2

Burnham Abbey, in the south of the parish was founded in 1265, though was predated by the
parish church of St Peter in the centre of the village. The Huntercombe Manor, north-east of
the Abbey, dates from around 1350, however the building of a new timber bridge across the
Thames to Maidenhead led to the diversion of the main route from London to Bath and hence
to the diversion of traffic and markets away from the centre of the village. The Abbey was
dissolved in 1539 and the village declined until rejuvenated with further building during the
eighteenth century. The present Maidenhead Bridge dates from 1777. The building of the
Great Western Railway in 1837 passed through the parish which at that time included the
Cippenham and Britwell areas. Burnham station was, when built, therefore within the parish,
though at some distance from the village centre. The Priory is of 19th century origin only,
without religious context, and is now converted to offices. Lent Rise originated as a separate
hamlet supporting brickmaking activities, with centres at Eastfield Road/Stomp Road and at
Lent Green. The Burnham and Huntercombe Conservation Areas were designated in 1977 and
Burnham was redesignated in 2002.

5.1.3

The 1932 Ordnance Survey map shows development of Lincoln Hatch Lane, Britwell Road,
Fairfield Road, the terraced area of Almond Road and the south side of Gore Road. There was
also early development in the southern end of Green Lane, Oxford Avenue and Pink Lane, and
at Lent Green and parts of Orchardville. The majority of the development north of Gore
Road/Britwell Road was built between 1932 and 1972.

Edge developments such as at

Bowmans Close and Kimbers Drive have followed since 1972. Whilst areas south of Gore
Road/Britwell Road, including Eight Acres, Hamilton Gardens, St Peters Close and Dawes East
Road were developed between 1932 and 1972, the major Lent Green Lane and Minniecroft
Road estates are more recent, as are developments off Hogfair Lane at Sands Farm Drive and
Shoreham Rise.

5.1.4

In the south of the settlement, development appears to have originated around the Lent Rise
crossroads, in Eastfield and Milner Roads, Lent Rise Road and Stomp Road.

Other

development predating the 1938 Ordnance Survey Map included Fairview Road, part of
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Hitcham Lane and Byways, Chiltern and Wendover Roads and the northern part of
Huntercombe Lane North. South of the railway this period saw development west of Lent Rise
Road along Bath Road, Taplow Road and Hag Hill Lane. East of Lent Rise Road there was
development on Bath Road and Alyson Avenue.

By 1955 had come completion of the

Burlington Road and Bayley Crescent areas, and part of Hurstfield Close. The later 1950s and
1960s saw the development of large areas at Nursery Road/Fern Drive, Maypole Road,
Hanbury Close and Hag Hill Rise, and smaller infills at Southfield Gardens and the first stage of
Harkness Close.

After 1970 or thereabouts came completion of the Maypole estate and

remaining pockets along Hag Hill Lane, Wethered Drive and Huntercombe Lane South and
Close, Aldbourne and Opendale Roads and the Coulson Way Estate on surplus education land.
In the late 1990s following allocation in the Local Plan, the former coalyard was redeveloped
as Coalmans Way.

5.1.5

A more detailed review of settlement evolution within Burnham is provided by the Historic
Town Assessment Report for Burnham and Gerrards Cross6.

5.2

Townscape Character Areas and Key Characteristics (see Figure 5.2)
1. Wymers Wood Road Residential Area
x

This low density residential area consists of large, detached houses with long gardens to the
rear;

x

Large front gardens tend to contain driveways which are screened from Wymers Wood
Road by hedges and trees;

x

Houses are detached, but of a consistent large size and set back at a similar distance from
the road corridor.

2. Pink Lane to Hag Hill Lane Residential Area
x

This high density area is situated in the north of the settlement and comprises a combination
of detached and semi-detached houses, set within long garden plots. Houses also have
clearly defined front gardens and driveways;

x

Some of the streets, such as Pink Lane have characteristic grass verges;

x

Housing developments between 1930 and 1970 have a different character, many of the
houses are terraced with smaller private gardens to the rear and often quite open landscapes
to the front of the buildings;

6

Burnham and Gerrards Cross Historic Town Assessment Report, September 2009 – Interim Report, Buckinghamshire County
Council, English Heritage and South Bucks District Council.
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x

Blocks of houses are often grouped around cul-de-sacs or amenity greenspaces creating a
larger scale and coarser grain to the development;

x

Pockets of open grassland are scattered amongst the built form, providing key open spaces.

3. Linkswood Road and Green Lane Residential Area
x

Situated in the north of Burnham, this low density area encompasses a series of large
detached houses set within wide plots of varying depth;

x

Houses are set back from the street with large front gardens, resulting in wide and spacious
road corridors;

x

Back gardens tend to adjoin other back gardens and often contain deciduous trees,
especially along the boundaries;

x

At the western edge of the area, pockets of deciduous woodland abut the settlement edge
and provide a sense of enclosure.

4. High Street Commercial Area
x

The narrow High Street displays a historic street pattern;

x

This area contains the historic core of the village, with a compact development pattern and
almost continuous façade along the High Street;

x

Properties within this area predominantly have a commercial use, encompassing a range of
shops and offices;

x

Larger buildings and car parks tend to be situated behind the High Street façade, to avoid
detraction from the predominantly historic character.

5. Hogfair Lane Residential Area
x

This relatively low density residential area is situated at the eastern edge of Burnham and
encompasses a series of detached houses, with small front gardens, driveways, and larger
private gardens to the rear of the dwelling;

x

Street pattern comprises a series of cul-de-sacs, set back from Hogfair Lane, which provides
the main route through the area;

x

At the eastern edge of the area, school playing fields provide a key open space;

x

Patches of mature deciduous woodland within adjacent fields provide an intermittent sense
of enclosure to the east;

x

The curving layout of Hogfair Lane contributes to an interesting street pattern.
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6. Burnham Park Mixed Use Area
x

This area has a low density of buildings, with character dominated by the designed
landscape associated with Burnham Park (containing a patchwork of grass and deciduous
trees);

x

In addition, playing fields associated with Burnham Upper School and a churchyard
contribute to the overall sense of space and openness;

x

The parkland landscape is open with large expanses of grass surrounded by deciduous trees
and other planting at the perimeter;

x

At its southern edge, this area abuts housing within Slough (outside the District);

x

The corridor of Stomp Road runs north south through this area.

7. Lent Rise Road Residential Area
x

This high density area encompasses a series of semi-detached houses, with associated long,
narrow back garden plots;

x

Narrow private passages tend to separate housing, giving the impression of an almost
continuous frontage along the street, which further emphasises the straight form of Lent Rise
Road;

x

Front gardens are small and on-street parking is a feature;

x

Mature deciduous trees are a feature of several back gardens;

x

To the north, this area overlooks open fields at the settlement edge.

8. Institute Road Commercial Area
x

This area is situated at the southwestern edge of the settlement and straddles the railway
line;

x

Settlement pattern comprises a series of large-scale buildings of simple rectangular form;

x

Areas of car parking and associated hardstanding further contribute to pattern;

x

An avenue of trees along Institute Road breaks up the otherwise structured blocky pattern.

9. Bath Road Residential Area
x

This low density residential area is situated at the southern edge of Burnham;

x

A large supermarket with associated car-park forms a prominent feature at the junction
between the A4 and the B3026;
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x

Houses are predominantly detached, with large back gardens. Large front gardens also
separate the houses from the A4 (Bath Road) to the north;

x

In the east of the area, several buildings several plots have been redeveloped as apartment
blocks, with associated parking courts in front of the building;

x

There are a variety of building plans and ages with recent redevelopment, however the
scale of the buildings is consistently large and the building line is constant.

5.3

Special Townscape Qualities

5.3.1

Within Burnham, the following key features are considered to be sensitive to change/desirable
to safeguard (see Figure 5.3):
x

The settlement pattern and layout of low density housing within Townscape Character
Areas 1, 2, 3 and 5 which encompass a series of detached and semi-detached houses, often
with large garden plots;

x

Numerous historic, listed buildings along the High Street (most of which are situated within
the Conservation Area);

x

Patches of ancient woodland at the northern edge of the settlement;

x

The current settlement pattern, form and layout of buildings and consistency of character
along the High Street (within the historic core);

x

Key areas of open space within the built form, such as at Burnham Park and within Areas 4
and 5;

x

The separate identity of the settlement despite close proximity to Slough;

x

The biodiversity value of St Peter’s Churchyard towards the centre of the settlement, which
designated as a Biological Notification Site.

5.4

Key Forces of Change

5.4.1

Based upon desk-based research, the following key forces for change are considered to be
influencing townscape character within Burnham:
x

Frontage infill housing development in the gardens/plots of existing properties within lower
density housing areas, such as within areas 1, 2, 3 and 5;

x

Demolition of existing properties to allow redevelopment with a lager number of properties
on the same plot, within low density residential areas (as above);

x

Pressure for redevelopment of housing plots for apartments;

x

Pressure for development of buildings on key open spaces in the Burnham Park area;

x

Changes in retail leading to pressure for redevelopment of the High Street or changes of use;
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x

Pressure for infill development between Burnham and Slough.

5.5

Development Implications

5.5.1

Options are being tested through the Core Strategy process for different rates and levels of
development within the District’s settlements (see Annex A). Option 1 would deliver the South
East Plan requirement only and Option 2 would include sites identified in the recently
published Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA), and would result in a
higher number of dwellings being built.
x

Option 1: This option would result in about 51 dwellings being built in Burnham over the
period 2009-14 (including many that have already been granted planning permission), with
1 new dwelling proposed during the period 2019-26. This level of housing would have
negligible impact on character, but it is perhaps unrealistic to expect only 1 new dwelling
to be permitted in the next 15 years.

x

Option 2: This option would result in about 89 dwellings being built in the period 2009-26,
approximately a third more than the number in Option 1. This would equate to an average
of 5 units per year over this period, much lower than recent rates of development. This
level of new development is unlikely to lead to abrupt changes to townscape character in
the town, although it may have more noticeable impacts on lower density areas such as 1,
2, 3 and 5. There would be a greater impact on areas 1, 2 and 3 which overlook open
land.

x

Mitigation required: the levels of development in Option 2 could have some impact on
Townscape Character Areas in Burnham if not handled sensitively. This could be mitigated
through strong policies to ensure careful design and appropriate layouts, especially in lower
density areas such as Townscape Character Areas 1, 2, 3 and 5.
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6.0

FARNHAM COMMON

6.1

Settlement Evolution

6.1.1

Farnham Common is situated in the south of District, to the west of Stoke Poges. The village is
situated in close proximity to Farnham Royal in the south. The route of the A355 main road
runs north south through the village, connecting with Farnham Royal and Slough to the south.
The northern, eastern and western edges of the villages are surrounded by woodland which
provides a sense of enclosure. The village is situated on a plateau which slopes downwards at
the southern edge, towards Farnham Royal and Slough.

6.1.2

The origins of Farnham Common have been attributed to the 19th century Acts of Enclosure
and the Award map of 1831.

Enclosure of wooded areas east of Burnham Beeches led,

characteristically in such areas, to the initial development of individual houses in what were
then newly defined holdings. The process began east of the Broadway (Ordnance Survey map
1876), with development accelerating by the time of revision of the map in 1897. That period
saw the first plot developments between the Broadway and Burnham Beeches. Further growth
of development led to the location of shops and local centre facilities at The Broadway. By the
time of the 1938 Ordnance Survey Map, however, there was still only sporadic development of
individual properties and the first estate road at Elm Close.

6.1.3

The change from the development of individual properties fronting roads and lanes in the area
to estates and infill development after 1945, initially with the development of the Mayflower
Way and Rosewood Way areas in the 1950s.

6.2

Townscape Character Areas and Key Characteristics (see Figure 6.2)
1. Collum Green Residential Area
x

Situated at the northwestern edge of the settlement, housing within this area encompasses
several detached houses, with associated large front and back gardens, resulting in a low
density settlement pattern;

x

Mature deciduous trees are scattered amongst the urban fabric, softening the streetscape.

2. Heatherside Gardens Residential Area
x

This area encompasses predominantly detached houses, set with associated front and back
gardens, arranged along a series of closes;
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x

At the eastern edge of the area, mature deciduous woodland provides a sense of enclosure;

x

To the west, mature deciduous trees line the corridor of One Pin Lane;

x

Predominantly suburban character.

3. Templewood Lane Residential Area
x

Low density residential area situated towards the centre of the settlement, comprising
detached houses, set within large garden plots;

x

Mature deciduous trees are a key feature of gardens and also line some of the road
corridors, resulting in a green and leafy character;

x

Housing is set out along a series of closes, radiating from Templewood Lane;

x

To the south and east of this area, mature deciduous woodland provides a sense of
enclosure at the settlement edges.

4. Beaconsfield Road Residential Area
x

A series of semi detached and terraced houses, often with long back gardens and small front
gardens;

x

Within the north, houses face the curvilinear arrangement of roads which encompass the
area, including Mayflower Way, One Pin Lane and Beaconsfield Road;

x

Within the northern part of this area, Farnham Common Infant School (with associated
playing field) and a large sports ground (with formal sports pitches) provide key open spaces
within this predominantly residential area;

x

The back gardens of houses face onto this open space, with mature deciduous trees a
feature of many of the plots;

x

Further to the south, housing encompasses a series of high density semi-detached and
terraced houses (dating from the 1970s) with small front and back gardens, set out in a grid
street pattern along Rosewood Way, Frensham Walk, Langton’s Meadow and Victoria Road;

x

The southern part of this area also encompasses shops and commercial properties.

5. The Avenue Residential Area
x

Situated at the western edge of the settlement, this area encompasses a series of detached
houses and apartment blocks set within large front and back gardens;

x

Mature deciduous trees line plot boundaries and soften the streetscape;

x

To the south and west, mature woodland provides a sense of enclosure at the settlement
edge.
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6. Green Lane and Blackpond Lane Residential Area
x

At the southern end of the settlement, this low density area encompasses a series of
detached and semi detached houses, with associated front and back gardens;

x

Housing is set out along a series of lanes and drives connecting Beaconsfield Road in the
east and Blackpond Lane in the west;

x

Blackpond Lane has the character of a country lane;

x

To the east of this area, fields, with mature hedgerow field boundaries provide the
landscape setting, whilst to the west, a series of formal sports pitches are key open spaces.

6.3

Special Townscape Qualities

6.3.1

Within Farnham Common the following key features are considered to be sensitive to change /
desirable to safeguard (see Figure 6.3):
x

The settlement pattern of low density housing within Townscape Character Areas 1, 2, 3, 5
and 6, which encompass a series of detached and semi-detached houses, often with
associated large garden plots;

x

Areas of predominantly deciduous ancient woodland at the northern, eastern and western
edges of the village, which provide a sense of enclosure and are key landscape features;

x

Burnham Beeches is designated as a Special Area of Conservation and a Site of Special
Scientific Interest at the western edge of the settlement, for its mature and developing
woodland, old coppice, scrub and heath as well as numerous plants, birds and
invertebrates. It is of international importance.

6.4

Key Forces for Change

6.4.1

Base upon desk-based research, the following key forces for change are considered to be
influencing townscape character within Farnham Common:
x

Frontage infill housing development in the gardens/plots of existing properties within low
density housing areas, such as within areas 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6;

x

Demolition of existing properties to allow redevelopment with a larger number of properties
on the same plot;

x

Traffic flow along Egypt Lane (at the western edge of the settlement) and along the A355,
which results in congestion, noise and pollution. This could have a negative effect on
Burnham Beeches;

x

Pressure for backland development within the gardens of detached houses with large plots.
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6.5

Development Implications

6.5.1

Options are being tested through the Core Strategy process for different rates and levels of
development within the District’s settlements (see Annex A). Option 1 would deliver the South
East Plan requirement only and Option 2 would include sites identified in the recently
published Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA), and would result in a
higher number of dwellings being built.
x

Option 1: This option would result in about 33 dwellings being built in Farnham Common
over the period 2009-14 (including many that have already been granted planning
permission), with 2 new dwellings proposed during the period 2019-26, but no more
housing proposed in the period up to 2026. This level of housing would have negligible
impact on character, but it is perhaps unrealistic to expect no new dwellings to be
permitted in the next 15 years.

x

Option 2: This option would result in the same number of dwellings being built as Option
one in the period 2009-14, however 59 dwellings are proposed in the period 2014-19 and
24 in the period 2019-26, giving a total of 116. This would equate to an average of 7 units
per year over this period, lower than recent rates of development.

This level of new

development is unlikely to lead to abrupt changes to townscape character in the town,
although it may have more noticeable impacts on lower density areas such as 1, 2, 3, 5 and
6.
x

Mitigation required: the levels of development in Option 2 could have some impact on
Townscape Character Areas in Farnham Common if not handled sensitively. This could be
mitigated through strong policies to ensure careful design and appropriate layouts,
especially in lower density areas such as Townscape Character Areas 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6.
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7.0

FARNHAM ROYAL

7.1

Settlement Evolution

7.1.1

Farnham Royal is situated in the south of District, to the west of Stoke Poges and south of
Farnham Common. The village is situated in close proximity to Farnham Common to the
north. The route of the A355 main road runs north south through the village, connecting with
Slough to the south and Farnham Common to the north. To the southeast, Stoke Park House
golf course provides the landscape setting to the village.

7.1.2

The historic parish extended much further than today, south to the River Thames beyond
Cippenham and north to Hedgerley and Seer Green. Such an area would have seen the
settlement of Farnham Royal much closer to its geographic centre. The core of the settlement
is located around the road junction (including nearby Blackpond Lane), the historic public
houses and other community facilities, and the parish church of St Mary.

7.1.3

Built on to this historic core between the Ordnance Survey maps of 1933 and 1970 were the
estate developments of Rectory Close and Stoke Park Avenue, Home Meadow and Sospel
Court, the first phase of Devonshire Green, Lawkland and a ribbon of development along
Farnham Lane and turning into Crown Lane. Individual houses in Fairfield Lane and Rosken
Grove were developed early in this period. Since 1970, Devonshire Green has been extended,
Stoke Park Avenue has been completed and Cobblers Close and Bishops Orchard resulted from
redevelopments.

7.2

Townscape Character Areas and Key Characteristics (see Figure 7.2)
1.
x

Fairfield Lane Residential Area

Residential area at the north of Farnham Royal consisting of individual detached houses set
out along lanes, including Fairfield Lane, together with recent developments of apartments
and houses which infill the centre of the block, and villas which line Beaconsfield Road;

x

To the east, formal sports pitches provide a sense of openness at the settlement edge, whilst
to the west, open fields with hedgerow field boundaries provide the landscape setting;

x

Houses tend to have large back and smaller front gardens, which contain several mature
deciduous trees;

x

Parking occurs in front of the dwelling on private driveways or in parking courts at the front
of the apartments.
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2. Devonshire Green and Meadow Home Residential Area
x

Situated towards the centre of the settlement, this predominantly residential area contains
the intersection of roads running north-south and east-west through the area, around which
the historic core was developed;

x

Plots sizes and forms tend to be irregular, comprising varying forms of semi-detached and
terraced houses from several different eras;

x

Mature trees are a feature alongside Farnham Lane at the western edge of the area;

x

Houses back onto Beaconsfield Road however hedges and deciduous trees soften the
boundary;

x

To the south, blocks of mature deciduous woodland provide a sense of enclosure;

x

There is a variety of open space with small private gardens and large areas of amenity
greespace surrounding housing blocks.

These areas consist of short mown grass with

occasional trees;
x

To the west, this area is situated in close proximity to settlement within Britwell (outside the
District boundary).

3.
x

Church Road Residential Area

This area comprises large detached, villa-style houses, set within large plots which often
contain several mature deciduous trees;

x

Houses have large private gardens to the front and rear of the property;

x

Historic farm buildings and the church are key features;

x

Boundary Copse, adjacent fields and the former orchard provide key open spaces to the
southeast of the area;

x

To the east, the golf course associated with Stoke Park House provides the landscape
setting;

x

To the south, this area is situated in close proximity to housing within Manor Park (outside
the District);

x

This area falls partly within the new Conservation Area (designated in 2010).

7.3

Special Townscape Qualities

7.3.1

Within Farnham Royal, the following key features are considered to be sensitive to
change/desirable to safeguard (see Figure 7.3):
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x

The settlement pattern and layout of low density housing areas in the north and south of the
settlement within Townscape Character Areas 1 and 3, which encompass a series of
detached houses, often set within large garden plots;

x

A couple of historic, listed buildings;

x

The Conservation Area, which falls partly within Area 3;

x

Survival of historic vernacular buildings, historic plan form and field patterns;

x

The landscape associated with Stoke Park House (at the southeastern edge of the
settlement), which is designated as a Conservation Area;

x

Open spaces such as fields, sports grounds and school grounds which separate built up
areas, particularly school grounds and sports grounds adjacent to Beaconsfield Road which
create gaps between the built up areas;

x

Mature deciduous trees which line Beaconsfield Road and Park Road creating a distinctive
character;

x

The distinct and separate identity of Farnham Royal, despite proximity to nearby Slough.

7.4

Key Forces for Change

7.4.1

Based upon desk-based research, the following key forces for change are considered to be
influencing townscape character within Farnham Royal:
x

Demolition of existing properties to allow redevelopment with a lager number of properties
on the same plot, within low density residential areas such as within areas 1 and 3;

x

Pressure for backland development within the rear gardens of properties with existing large
plots;

x

Pressure for redevelopment of housing plots for apartments;

x

Pressure for development of open spaces, including school grounds, in the Church Road
Character Area.

7.5

Development Implications

7.5.1

Within Farnham Royal, no options for development are being tested.
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8.0

STOKE POGES

8.1

Settlement Evolution

8.1.1

Stoke Poges is situated towards the centre of the District, to the east of Farnham Common and
west of Iver Heath. The settlement is served by an interconnected network of minor (B) roads
which connect it to Gerrards Cross to the north, Farnham Common to the west and Slough to
the south. To the north of the village, several large areas of woodland provide a sense of
enclosure, whilst to the west; Brockhurst Wood provides separation from the village of
Farnham Common.

8.1.2

The long history of Stoke Poges is focussed mainly to the south of the present day village; Stoke
Green and the grand houses of Stoke Park, Manor and Place, the Parish Church of St Giles and
the Gray Memorial were all perhaps more central to the parish before the loss of its southern
extremities to the expanding Slough in 1894, 1900, and 1930-31. There is considerable ribbon
and sporadic development along Park Road, north and southwest of Stoke Green, and at
Templewood Lane / Stoke Wood.

8.1.3

The present main village has developed between the grand houses of Stoke Court and Sefton
Park, from a small surviving historic core at Rogers Lane (West End, and the Dog and Pot PH)
around its junction with Duffield Lane. Other than frontage development to the main roads
and lanes, the bulk of development has been in estate form, starting from the evidence of the
1938 Ordnance Survey Map, pre-war but occurring more substantially in the 1950s-60s. This
period saw the construction of a high proportion of Local Authority housing (Elizabeth Way
and Sefton Close in the south, Sefton Paddock in the east, and parts of Hazell Way and Vine
Road in the north). This and private housing of the period was at traditional densities with little
scope for intensification except in the earliest areas such as Elizabeth Way and Sefton Paddock
where plots were more spacious. There are apartment areas at West End Court and Bolds
Court.

8.1.4

The lakeside and Stoke Court Drive developments also date from the 1950s in first
development form, but are at very low densities. Bells Hill centre was built in the late 1960s
following property assembly for redevelopment, and is undergoing further redevelopment.
Developments since 1970 have included the relatively spacious Freemans Close, and smaller
closes at Ash Grove, Neville Close, and Willow Park.
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8.2

Townscape Character Areas and Key Characteristics (see Figure 8.2)
1.
x

Hazell Way Residential Area

Situated in the north of the settlement, this high density housing estate, built in the midtwentieth century, has a strong sense of unity with continuous rows of similar houses lining
interconnected, residential streets;

x

There is a mix of detached and semi-detached houses, with small housing blocks located to
the north the area;

x

Houses are closely spaced and have front and rear gardens. The building line is relatively
consistent and the houses give enclosure to the street;

x

Many front gardens have not been paved, whilst others contain car parking;

x

Belts of deciduous trees within back gardens mark the boundaries with adjacent housing
developments;

x

2.

Narrow grass verges are also a characteristic feature.

Clevehurst Close and Freemans Close Residential Area

x

A low density development of large detached houses within spacious gardens (wide plots);

x

Houses are laid out along two cul-de-sacs to the west of Gerrards Cross Road;

x

At the eastern edge of the area, housing overlooks open fields;

x

The houses adjoining Cleveland Close are individually designed whereas those of
Freeman’s close appear to have greater uniformity;

x

Front and rear gardens are a feature of this area, with houses facing the street;

x

Mature deciduous trees within gardens are also a feature.

3.
x

Stoke Court Drive Residential Area

This low density area at the southwestern edge of the settlement encompasses large,
detached houses set out on irregular, spacious building plots;

x

The unifying feature of the area is the large scale of detached homes with large front
gardens providing separation from the street.

Trees, hedges and planting within front

gardens provide green edges to the streets.

4.
x

Rogers Lane Residential Area

A series of high density inter-war detached and semi-detached houses with small front
gardens and long narrow rear gardens line historic lanes in this area;
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x

Houses are grouped around small greens along Penn Meadow and Decies Way;

x

At the eastern edge of the area, to the east of Bells Hill road and the south of Rogers Lane,
houses overlook open fields;

x

Semi-detached houses are the most common form however detached houses, short rows of
housing and apartment blocks also feature. The age and style of buildings varies between
different developments and there are a range of different sized buildings;

x

5.
x

Most dwellings have front and rear gardens.

Gerrards Cross Road Residential and Commercial Area

The area lies at the centre of the settlement and contains a mixture of buildings, performing
different functions;

x

Detached houses line through roads along part of their length, whilst infill housing
developments based around cul-de-sacs are also a feature;

x

This area contains a mix of different sized buildings including large commercial buildings
and office blocks;

x

Larger civic and commercial buildings including the village hall, shops and a doctor’s
surgery form a discrete group adjacent to Bells Hill;

x

Factory or workshop type buildings and car-parks are accommodated on deep plots within
blocks;

x

This area also contains the recreation ground which is bordered by back gardens;

x

Buildings are of various ages with recent redevelopment occurring between Bells Hill and
Bells Hill Green.

6.

Sefton Park Commercial Area

x

A modern business park is set within the landscaped grounds of a historic house;

x

The formal, open lawns behind the house have been retained with development focused to
the front and side of the original building;

x

Three large buildings of consistent design are grouped around an area of open parkland
landscape containing several mature trees;

x

Extensive car-parking areas are located to the rear of the buildings;

x

Hedges or narrow tree belts surround much of the development;

x

A series of smaller buildings are situated at the eastern edge of the site;

x

To the east, this area abuts three small open fields.
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7.
x

Hollybush Hill Residential Area

This low density area lies at the eastern edge of Stoke Poges and straddles Hollybush Hill
road;

x

Settlement pattern comprises, large detached houses set out along Hollybush Hill, with
smaller infill housing estates, which employ a cul-de-sac street layout;

x

The area contains a school and school grounds with wooded boundaries;

x

Houses are predominantly detached however semi-detached and short terraces are also
present;

x

Properties tend to have large gardens particularly to the rear of the dwelling, creating a low
housing density;

x

Gardens back onto Gerrards Cross Road, however deciduous trees and other planting
softens the boundary;

x

A series of mature trees situated within private gardens line Hollybush Hill and create a
wooded character.

8.3

Special Townscape Qualities

8.3.1

Within Stoke Poges, the following key features are considered to be sensitive to
change/desirable to safeguard (see Figure 8.3):
x

The settlement pattern of low density housing within Townscape Character Areas 2, 3 and 7
which encompass a series of detached and semi-detached houses, often set within large
plots;

x

Areas of wooded parkland surround the settlement and provide a sense of enclosure;

x

Occasional historic, listed buildings;

x

Stoke Common Site of Special Scientific Interest at the northern edge of the settlement,
which is designated as a remnant heathland and provides landscape setting;

x

The historic buildings and settings of Stoke Court at the western edge of the settlement.

8.4

Key Forces for Change

8.4.1

Based upon desk-based research, the following key forces for change are considered to be
influencing townscape character within Stoke Poges:
x

Frontage infill housing development in the gardens/plots of existing properties within areas
2, 3 and 7;
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x

Demolition of existing properties to allow redevelopment with a lager number of properties
or apartments on the same plot, within low density residential areas such as Stokes Court
Drive and Hollybush Hill;

x

Pressure for backland development within the rear gardens of properties with existing large
plots;

x

Pressure for infill development and potential extensions of Sefton Business Park;

x

Pressure for redevelopment of Stoke Court and its grounds for housing development.

8.5

Development Implications

8.5.1

Options are being tested through the Core Strategy process for different rates and levels of
development within the District’s settlements (see Annex A). Option 1 would deliver the South
East Plan requirement only and Option 2 would include sites identified in the recently
published Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA), and would result in a
higher number of dwellings being built.
x

Option 1: This option would result in about 68 dwellings being built in Stoke Poges over
the period 2009-14 (including many that have already been granted planning permission).
1 new dwelling is also proposed in the period 2019-26. This level of housing would have a
negligible impact on character, however there are likely to be some impacts on low density
housing areas 2 and 3.

x

Option 2: This option would result in a higher number of dwellings (106) than Option 1
being built in the period 2009-26. This would equate to an average of 6 units per year.
This level of new development would have a relatively substantial impact on character,
particularly within low density housing areas 2 and 3.

x

Mitigation required: the levels of development in 2 could have a relatively substantial
impact on Townscape Character Areas in Stoke Poges if not handled sensitively. This could
be mitigated through strong policies to ensure careful design and appropriate layouts,
especially in lower density areas such as Townscape Character Areas 2 and 3.
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9.0

IVER HEATH

9.1

Settlement Evolution

9.1.1

Iver Heath is situated in the east of the District, to the north of Iver Village and southeast of
Gerrards Cross. To the east of the village, the corridor of the River Colne flows north-south
across the landscape, also containing the corridor of the M25 motorway. The corridors of the
A412 and A4007 main roads also run east west through the village. At some distance from the
western edge of the village, a large area of woodland (within Black Park and Langley Park
Country Parks) provide a sense of enclosure.

9.1.2

Enclosure of the open heathland followed the Enclosure Act of 1801, but there was little
development other than sporadically along Church Road, Slough Road and Swallow Street,
even by the time of the Ordnance Survey map of 1925-32. The settlement as we know it today
may be said to have been founded by the development of Pinewood Studios, and its opening,
in 1936. Current operational buildings are anchored by the historically significant Heatherden
Hall and its wooded grounds.

9.1.3

Most of the settlement had been developed by the time of the 1969-71 editions of the
Ordnance Survey map, with just residual areas to be completed after 1971.

These areas

included Cedar Close, Trewarden Avenue (post 1989) and Glasyer Way (pre 1989) and roads
to their south-west (post 1989). In addition, Potters Cross (pre 1989) and Martindale (post
1989) were built on former education land.

9.2

Townscape Character Areas and Key Characteristics (see Figure 9.2)
1. Pinewood Road Industrial and Commercial Area
x

At the northern edge of Iver Heath, this area contains large-scale buildings associated with
Pinewood Studios;

x

A series of large-scale buildings with simple, rectangular forms predominate;

x

Associated large areas of parking are situated towards the periphery of the site;

x

Hedgerows mark the boundary with Pinewood Road whilst woodland provides enclosure to
the west of the site.
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2. Brackenwood and Cedar Close Residential Area
x

This very low density area comprises large detached houses with deep front gardens,
arranged around cul-de-sacs;

x

The whole of this area is extensively wooded with large gardens containing many trees and
an area of deciduous woodland backed onto by gardens;

x

Mature trees in front gardens also create a wooded setting to the houses in Cedar Avenue;

x

Large turning heads and paved front gardens create expanses of hardstanding which
punctuate the street pattern;

x

The houses are of a uniform large size and large front gardens are also a feature of the area.

3. Swallow Street Residential Area
x

Situated towards the centre of the settlement, this area of relatively high density housing is
set out around a series of cul de sacs and closes;

x

Several areas of open space punctuate the built form, in the form of pockets of mown
amenity grassland;

x

The area contains several rows of garages, many homes have private driveways and there
are designated parking bays in some streets.

x

At the western edge of the area, mature deciduous woodland provides a sense of enclosure
at the settlement edge.

4. Pinewood Green Residential Area
x

The planned layout of the three blocks of housing estates within this area provide a key
contribution to settlement pattern and layout;

x

Between Pinewood Road and Church Road the housing estate has a strong, geometric road
layout, set out in straight lines and arcs;

x

Here, wide streets have grass verges and generous front gardens. The buildings show a
variety of plan forms, however there is strong continuity to the frontage and a uniform
building line;

x

Houses also have back gardens of a moderate to large size;

x

More recent housing developments (predominantly to the south of Church Road) largely
follow a cul-de-sac street layout;
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9.3

Special Townscape Qualities

9.3.1

Within Iver Heath the following key features are considered to be sensitive to change/desirable
to safeguard (see Figure 9.3):
x

The distinctive street pattern of the village. Straight roads radiate from Five Points
Roundabout like the spokes of a wheel, whilst residential areas have developed in-between
these radial roads. Bangors Road North joins two of the radial roads;

x

Occasional historic, listed buildings;

x

Mature deciduous trees within gardens which demarcate property boundaries;

x

Occasional patches of mature deciduous woodland at the settlement edges, which provide
a sense of enclosure;

x

The landscape setting associated with Heatherden Hall.

9.4

Key Forces for Change

9.4.1

Based upon desk-based research, the following key forces for change are considered to be
influencing townscape character within Iver Heath:
x

Frontage infill housing development in the gardens/plots of existing properties within low
density housing areas such as area 2;

x

Demolition of existing properties to allow redevelopment with a lager number of properties
on the same plot, within low density residential areas (as above);

x

Pressure for redevelopment of housing plots for apartments;

x

Pressure for infill development of open spaces between Wood Lane and Swallow Lane, and
Swallow Lane and Bangor Road South;

x

Potential new housing development site at Project Pinewood (to the north of Iver Heath,
between Pinewood Studios and the M25).

9.5

Development Implications

9.5.1

Options are being tested through the Core Strategy process for different rates and levels of
development within the District’s settlements (see Annex A). Option 1 would deliver the South
East Plan requirement only and Option 2 would include sites identified in the recently
published Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA), and would result in a
higher number of dwellings being built. There is an additional sub-option that could affect Iver
Heath – Options 2c, which would involve development on Green Belt land at project
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Pinewood to the northwest of the settlement.

This option would, in addition, involve

development of approximately 700 dwellings.
x

Option 1: This option would result in about 8 dwellings being built in Iver Heath over the
period 2009-26. This level of housing would have negligible impact on character.

x

Option 2: This option would result in 33 dwellings being built in the period 2009-26, over
four times more than in Option 1. This level of new development is unlikely to lead to
abrupt changes to townscape character in the town, although it may have more noticeable
impacts on lower density areas such as 2. Option 2c (Project Pinewood) would have a
substantial impact on the character of the settlement, given the large number of dwellings
that would be built. This would be particularly likely to affect the setting of Heatherden
Hall, to the west of the settlement, Area 4 and low density housing within Area 2.

x

Mitigation required: the levels of development in Options 2 and especially 2c could have
some impact on Townscape Character Areas in Iver Heath if not handled sensitively. This
could be mitigated through strong policies to ensure careful design and appropriate layouts,
especially in lower density areas such as Townscape Character Area 2.
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10.0

IVER VILLAGE

10.1

Settlement Evolution

10.1.1

Iver Village is situated in the south-eastern corner of South Bucks District, to the southeast of
Iver Heath and north of Richings Park. The village is situated at the western edge of the Colne
Brook river valley, which provides separation from the large urban area of Uxbridge to the east.
The corridor of the M25 motorway also runs north south across the landscape at the eastern
edge of the village, providing further separation from the adjacent urban areas. To the south of
the village, the engineered course of the Grand Union Canal runs east-west across the
landscape.

10.1.2

The oldest parts of the village are situated at the eastern end of the current High Street. St
Peter’s Parish church has Anglo Saxon origins (containing a Saxon window and nave), in
addition to other elements dating from the 15th, 16th and 17th Centuries. In close proximity to
the church, several other historic buildings date from the 18th Century, including the old Swan
Inn, which is approximately 400 years old. To the north of this, manor houses at Delaford Park
and Coppins provide other key historic features within the setting of the village. To reflect this
historic interest, the historic core of the village was first designated as a Conservation Area in
1982.

10.1.3

During the 18th and 19th Centuries, the village expanded, primarily along the High Street.
Ordnance Survey mapping from the 1930’s showed primarily linear development along the
B470 High Street from St Peter’s Vicarage to Langley Park Road, with the beginnings of side
road development at Cecil and Widecroft Roads and Stonecroft Avenue.

By the 1960’s,

mapping showed that the village had grown substantially, with housing developments at
Evreham Road, Victoria Crescent and Colne Orchard in the traditional style and with period
private development centrally at Chequers Orchard and peripherally with extensions to
Stonecroft Avenue.

10.1.4

After 1970, denser, smaller dwellings at Grange/Ditton Way and later at Leas Drive (1977) on
the site of a former larger property, the Leas were developed. These areas were developed
from farmland and contain few trees, except where domestically planted.

20th Century

development occurred at Barnes Way and Widecroft Road. Residential infill development of a
local ‘green’ also occurred at Chequers Orchard. The former cottage hospital in the Widecroft
Road extension area was also replaced by sheltered accommodation for the elderly. Some
newer development within the village also took the form of private redevelopments of larger,
older properties at Old Orchard and Delaford Close.
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10.2

Townscape Character Areas and Key Characteristics (see Figure 10.2)

1. Love Lane Residential Area
x

Residential area at the western edge of Iver Village encompassing a series of semi-detached
and detached houses with large rear garden plots and smaller front gardens, which results in
a low density settlement pattern;

x

Houses back onto adjacent pastoral fields at the edge of the village.

2. Stonecroft Avenue, Leas Drive, Grange Way, Chequers Orchard, Barnfield and Colne
Orchard Residential Area
x

High density residential area comprising a combination of semi-detached and terraced
housing (dating from the 1950’s) with relatively small rear garden plots and occasional front
gardens,

x

Settlement pattern comprises a mixture of cul-de-sacs and curvilinear closes;

x

In places, the infilling of plots with more recent (post 1960’s-present day) housing
development is apparent;

x

Within parts of this area, for example at Barnfield Close, Colne Orchard and Victoria
Crescent, housing surrounds relatively large grassed open spaces, often containing mature
deciduous trees;

x

A combination of front drives and on-street parking is also a feature of this area.

3. High Street Residential Area
x

Very high density terraced housing lines the southern side of the High Street within this
area;

x

Houses have long, thin, narrow back garden plots associated with them and all houses face
the main road corridor;

x

Occasional mature deciduous trees punctuate the streetscape.

4. Bangor’s Road South and High Street Residential Area
x

This area of low density housing encompasses several detached and semi-detached houses
which are set within large plots;

x

Gardens generally surround properties, which are often set back from the road corridor and
associated with mature deciduous trees;
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x

To the south of the High Street, this area also includes the buildings and playing fields of
Iver Village Infant School.

5. Iver Village Historic Core
x

This area contains some of the oldest buildings within the village, including St Peter’s
Church (of Anglo Saxon origin) and several other historic buildings from the 15th-18th
centuries;

x

Buildings vary in form and use, from timber-framed public houses (such as the Swan Inn) to
more modern (post 1960’s), three storey residential flats with shop and office units below;

x

The historic core has developed along the main east-west road through the village, which
connects with Shreding Green to the west and Uxbridge to the east. To this end, most
buildings face the road corridor.

10.3

Special Townscape Qualities

10.3.1

Within Iver village, the following key features are considered to be sensitive to
change/desirable to safeguard (see Figure 10.3):
x

The settlement pattern and layout of low density housing within Townscape Character
Areas 1 and 3 which encompass a series of detached and semi-detached houses, often
associated with large garden plots;

x

Several historic, listed buildings situated along the High Street and within the historic core
at the eastern end of the village (several of which are situated within the Conservation
Area);

x

The current settlement pattern, form and layout of buildings within the historic core at the
eastern end of the village;

x

Open areas of grassland, often containing mature trees, interspersed within the pattern of
high density housing development;

x

The layout and treed setting of Bridgefoot manor house and Iver Lodge to the east of the
settlement.

x

Significant HGV movements along Iver High Street and Thorney Lane South.

10.4

Key forces for change

10.4.1

Based upon desk-based research, the following key forces for change are considered to be
influencing townscape character within Iver Village:
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x

Frontage infill housing development in the gardens/plots of existing properties within low
density housing areas (such as within areas 1 and 3);

x

Demolition of existing properties to allow redevelopment with a larger number of properties
on the same plot;

x

On-street parking within existing residential areas;

x

Pressure for additional retail and commercial development or conversion/alteration of
existing buildings within the historic core at the eastern end of the village.

10.5

Development Implications

10.5.1

Options are being tested through the Core Strategy process for different rates and levels of
development within the District’s settlements (see Annex A). Option 1 would deliver the South
East Plan requirement only and Option 2 would include sites identified in the recently
published Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA), and would result in a
higher number of dwellings being built.
x

Option 1: This option would result in about 48 dwellings being built in Iver Village over the
period 2009-26 (including 29 new dwellings during the period 2019-26).

This would

equate to an average of 3 houses per year. This level of housing would have negligible
impact on character.
x

Option 2: This option would result in 70 new dwellings being built in the period 2019-26,
almost double the number proposed for Option 1.

This level of new development is

unlikely to lead to abrupt changes to townscape character in the town, although it may
have more noticeable impacts on low density areas within Areas 1 and 4.
x

Mitigation required: the levels of development in Option 2 could have some impact on
Townscape Character Areas in Iver Village if not handled sensitively.

This could be

mitigated through strong policies to ensure careful design and appropriate layouts.
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x

Properties face the road corridor and have large back garden plots, which often contain
mature deciduous trees;

x

Houses also generally have front drives, although on-street parking is also a feature;

x

In the east of the area, plots have been redeveloped as apartment blocks;

x

There are also several shops within this area.

2. Richings Way Residential Area
x

Forming the core of this settlement, housing comprises a series of large detached and semidetached houses set out along a series of diagonal parallel streets (Syke Cluan, Syke Ings
and Wellesley Avenue);

x

Houses have long, regularly shaped back gardens, which often contain mature deciduous
trees;

x

In front of housing, plots either comprise drives, areas of hardstanding for parking or
formally planted vegetation beds;

x

There is a strong sense of regularity in plot layout, density and size;

x

The sports ground, to the north of Richings Way, provides a key open space, with
associated mature trees at its perimeter;

x

To the east of Thorney Lane South, a parade of shops (developed separately from the
adjacent housing) contributes a differing character.

3. Old Slade Lane Residential Area
x

Situated at the south of the settlement, this area encompasses a series of large, detached
house (often in the arts and craft style) with associated large front and back garden plots;

x

Plots contain numerous deciduous trees which soften the streetscape;

x

Plot size and layout is less homogenous than within Richings Way Residential Area to the
north;

x

All houses face the straight road corridors of Old Slade Lane, The Poynings and North Park;

x

To the southwest of this area, Richings Park golf course provides a treed landscape setting to
housing;

x

Orchard remnants and surrounding, predominantly flat fields result in the Poynings being
visually exposed within the landscape.

11.3

Special Townscape Qualities

11.3.1

Within Richings Park, the following key features are considered to be sensitive to
change/desirable to safeguard (see Figure 11.3):
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11.0

RICHINGS PARK

11.1

Settlement Evolution

11.1.1

Richings Park is situated in the southeast of the District, to the south of Iver Village. The
railway corridor forms the northern edge of the settlement, with the corridor of the M25
motorway running to the east and the M4 at distance to the south. The wide corridor of the
River Colne also runs to the east of the settlement. To the south, Richings Park golf course
provides the landscape setting.

11.1.2

The settlement is the result of a single estate development, the land being acquired from the
main estate in 1922 and developed over the 1920s/30s. The name derives from the main
estate and House, as originally located south west of Main Drive, prior to its loss in 1950. The
original development concept, marketed under the strapline “country houses near London”,
involved a much larger vision, incorporating the grounds of the House. This land is now
occupied by the Richings Park Golf Course and the M4 motorway. A single architect, George
E. Clare, was commissioned to design the entire development and has been reported not to
have worked on this scale anywhere else.

Houses and bungalows were intended to be

affordable rather than grand, with the estate developed arguably within the broad ethos of the
“Garden Suburb” movement. The settlement layout funnels access to and from the estate
centre, and station.

11.1.3

The estate was intended to be a self contained community. The railway station was provided
in 1924, after the purchase of the land but before development of the estate. The shopping
centre, originally including a cinema from 1928 until 1939, and the recreation centre followed.
Land at the southern apex of Syke Cluan and Syke Ings, and some other plots, appear excluded
from the original layout plan of 1928. The cinema site was finally redeveloped after 1960 as
the Wellesley Court apartments. Only a limited number of properties, including those in part
of the above apex, in an extension of Bathurst Walk, and in The Poynings, are not drawn on to
the 1932 Ordnance Survey 1:2500 plan.

11.2

Townscape Character Areas and Key Characteristics (see Figure 11.2)
1. Bathurst Walk Residential and Commercial Area
x

Situated at the northern edge of the settlement, this area encompasses a series of detached
and semi-detached houses lining the east-west corridor of Bathurst Walk;

x

Iver station, to the north of this area, provides a key transport link;
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x

The planned settlement pattern of low density housing areas, with associated large plots;

x

The homogeneity of plot size, shape and layout, particularly within Townscape Character
Area 2;

x

A significant number of street trees scattered throughout the settlement;

x

Several historic buildings.

11.4

Key Forces for Change

11.4.1

Based upon desk-based research, the following key forces for change are considered to be
influencing townscape character within Richings Park:
x

Modernisation of buildings, in a style which is out of keeping with the original arts and craft
design;

x

On street parking, particularly along Bathurst Walk;

x

Frontage infill housing development in the gardens/plots of existing properties within the
settlement (which is predominantly low density);

x

Pressure for backland development within large plots of existing houses, particularly along
Old Slade Lane to the south.

11.5

Development Implications

11.5.1

Options are being tested through the Core Strategy process for different rates and levels of
development within the District’s settlements (see Annex A). Option 1 would deliver the South
East Plan requirement only and Option 2 would include sites identified in the recently
published Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA), and would result in a
higher number of dwellings being built.
x

Option 1: This option would result in about 22 dwellings being built in Richings Park over
the period 2009-26 (including with 1 new dwelling proposed during the period 2019-26).
This would equate to an average of just about one house per year. This level of housing
would have negligible impact on character.

x

Option 2: This option would result in 41 new dwellings being built in the period 2019-26,
almost double the number proposed for Option 1.

This level of new development is

unlikely to lead to abrupt changes to townscape character in the town, although it may
have more noticeable impacts on low density areas throughout the settlement.
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x

Mitigation required: the levels of development in Option 2 could have some impact on
Townscape Character Areas in Richings Park if not handled sensitively. This could be
mitigated through strong policies to ensure careful design and appropriate layouts.
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12.0

NEW DENHAM AND WILLOWBANK

12.1

Settlement Evolution

12.1.1

New Denham and Willowbank are situated at the eastern edge of the District, to the south of
Denham Green and northeast of Iver Heath. To the east of Willowbank, the gently meandering
corridor of the River Colne provides separation from the large settlement of Uxbridge, whilst
another side branch of the river and the A4020 road corridor divide New Denham and
Willowbank. This road corridor runs northwest-southeast through the settlements and connects
with Denham to the north and Uxbridge to the south.

12.1.2

New Denham, separated from Uxbridge by the River Colne and Grand Union Canal,
nonetheless grew along the road linking Uxbridge to the A40 and beyond. Settlement started
around the ancient mill next to the Colne. It was home to a London Transport Green Line
coach depot until its redevelopment for offices during the 1980s, and to various other
commercial premises. There is now no effective local centre, having lost any local shop trades
that there may have been on the Newtown Road corner, while former pubs have been
redeveloped or converted to restaurant/brasserie use.

12.1.3

By 1932 terraced accommodation had developed along much of Newtown Road, and
bungalow accommodation had been developed at Ash Green. The Willowbank area had been
laid out for individual development, much of it bungalows. The area has a separate, detached
character from the remainder of New Denham – being effectively an island between river and
canal.

12.1.4

Completion of the Knighton Way Lane/Newtown Road area had occurred by the time of survey
for the 1962 Ordnance Survey Map. The apartment block between the watercourses, one of
the largest in South Bucks, dates from the 1960s. Development since 1970 included the
extension to Oakside (on the site of former industrial premises) and redevelopment of the
former school on Knighton Way Lane.

12.2

Townscape Character Areas and Key Characteristics (see Figure 12.2)
1. Oakside Industrial and Commercial Area
x

Extending from the centre towards the south of the settlement, this area encompasses
several large-scale light industrial and commercial buildings;
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x

Settlement pattern is regular, large-scale and blocky, resulting from the rectangular nature of
most buildings and associated areas of car parking and storage.

2. Newtown Road Residential Area
x

Situated to the west of New Denham, this area encompasses a series of semi-detached and
terraced (high density) housing developments set out along the parallel Newtown Road and
Knighton Way Lane;

x

Houses generally have associated long back garden plots and front drives or car parking
areas;

x

Although houses tend to face the road corridor, towards the centre of the area a relatively
large area of mown grassland provides a key open space within the settlement pattern

3. William King Mill Area
x

In the south, this area overlooks the corridor of the Grand Union canal, encompassing mill
buildings which were historically related to use of the canal;

x

Includes the former William King Mill which has recently been granted planning permission
for residential development;

x

To the south, this area overlooks adjacent industrial and commercial areas within Slough (to
the south of the District).

4. Willow Crescent Residential Area
x

Situated at the eastern edge of Willowbank, this low density area encompasses a regular
pattern and layout of detached bungalows which are set within long back gardens, with
smaller front gardens (some of which have been converted for parking);

x

Housing is set out within a crescent along Willow crescent east and west;

x

Back gardens at the eastern edge of the area overlook the Grand Union Canal;

x

To the northwest, housing backs onto open fields;

x

Mature deciduous trees are a feature of several private garden plots.

12.3

Special Townscape Qualities

12.3.1

Within New Denham and Willowbank, the following key features are considered to be
sensitive to change/desirable to safeguard (see Figure 12.3):
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x

The settlement pattern and layout of low density housing within Townscape Character Area
4, which encompass a series of detached and semi-detached bungalows, often set within
large garden plots;

x

Several historic, listed buildings (several of which are within a Conservation Area);

x

Mature deciduous trees within the streetscape and also within private gardens;

x

The course of the River Colne and Grand Union Canal at the southern and eastern edges of
the settlement.

12.4

Key Forces for Change

12.4.1

Based upon desk-based research, the following key forces for change are considered to be
influencing townscape character within New Denham and Willowbank:
x

Regeneration of the former flour mill site;

x

Loss of bungalow character in the Willowbank area;

x

Frontage infill housing development in the gardens/plots of existing properties within Area
4;

x

Pressure for redevelopment in adjoining Uxbridge. The canal provides a buffer between
Willowbank and Uxbridge.

12.5

Development Implications

12.5.1

Options are being tested through the Core Strategy process for different rates and levels of
development within the District’s settlements (see Annex A). Options are being tested through
the Core Strategy process for different rates and levels of development within the District’s
settlements (see Annex A). Option 1 would deliver the South East Plan requirement only and
Option 2 would include sites identified in the recently published Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (SHLAA), and would result in a higher number of dwellings being built.
x

Option 1: This option would result in about 152 dwellings being built in New Denham and
Willowbank over the period 2009-26, which in this case is all due to one permission at the
William King Flour Mill site.

This level of housing would have some impact on the

character of Area 3 and the low density housing within Area 4.
x

Option 2: The same number of dwellings is proposed for Option 2, which would therefore
result in the same impacts as above.
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x

Mitigation required: the levels of development in Options 1 and 2 both result from one
permitted scheme. Any other development could be mitigated through strong policies to
ensure careful design and appropriate layouts.
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13.0

CONCLUSIONS

13.1

General

13.1.1

South Bucks comprises a number of separate and distinctive settlements each with their own
local character and sense of place. Part One of the Study has provisionally identified the
special townscape qualities of discrete areas of distinctive character within each settlement that
are particularly sensitive to change, and therefore worthy of protection. It is clear from the
emerging assessment work that increased intensification through higher density infill
development, backland development and plot redevelopment has eroded the character of
some settlements in the District in recent years.

13.1.2

The information on the character and special townscape qualities of the Townscape Character
Areas, as set out within Sections 2.0 to 12.0 of this report, provides a basis for underpinning
built heritage planning policy in respect of understanding the historical evolution and integrity
of settlements as a whole; the urban form and structure of each settlement; and streetscapes
and areas of architectural and historical value.

13.1.3

Part two of the Study will follow after the adoption of the Core Strategy and will lead to a
refinement of the provisional character areas identified in this report. It is anticipated that
following consultation, these character areas will be allocated within a Development Plan
Document and will then have considerable weight in the decision making process when
planning applications are submitted.

13.2

Core Strategy Policy

13.2.1

Planning Policy Statement 1: (Delivering Sustainable Development) sets out the Government’s
overarching planning policies on the delivery of sustainable development through the planning
system.

It states that one of the Government’s objectives for the planning system is that

planning should facilitate and promote sustainable urban and rural development by protecting
and enhancing the natural and historic environment and the quality and character of the
countryside (para 5). In its key principles, PPS1 states that ‘a spatial planning approach should
be at the heart of planning for sustainable development’ (para 13.iii) and ‘design which fails to
take the opportunities for improving the character and quality of an area should not be
accepted (para 13.iv). When preparing development plans ‘planning authorities should seek to
enhance as well as protect biodiversity, natural habitats, the historic environment and
landscape and townscape character’ (para 27). PPS1 also requires new design to be integrated
into the existing urban form and natural and built environments (para 35).
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13.2.2

The Core Strategy needs to recognise that some parts of urban areas are in a state of continued
evolution ,and significant change to the underlying urban structure is inevitable; in other areas,
the survival of historic street patterns, buildings and open spaces indicate long periods of
stability.

In this context, the Core Strategy should seek to reflect the specific

characteristics/special qualities of the different Townscape Character Areas within each
settlement that are desirable to safeguard. This ranges from areas where the priority is for the
regeneration and renewal of the urban fabric, to others where the restoration and improved
maintenance of public open space or groups of historic buildings is needed. For many areas,
some form of enhancement is needed to sustain the condition of key townscape elements.

13.2.3

The final version of Core Policy 8: Built Environment (see Annex B) reflects the above
approach.
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CORE STRATEGY – PROPOSED SUBMISSION

3.3

LIVING ENVIRONMENT
CORE POLICY 8 - BUILT ENVIRONMENT

3.3.1

South Bucks District has a rich and diverse historic environment,
and its historic buildings, areas and landscapes contribute to
the special character of the District and help create a sense of
place. As well as internationally and nationally designed
historic assets, there are also many locally important heritage
features, such as Grade II listed buildings. The Council is
currently reviewing its Conservation Areas, updating boundaries
and in some cases is creating newly designated areas.

3.3.2

National and regional policy requires local authorities to make
more efficient use of land by building at higher densities.
National guidance seeks an indicative minimum density of 30
dwellings per hectare (dph), whilst the South East Plan includes
an overall regional target of 40 dph, though it adds that will
vary according to local circumstances. As a largely rural district
with relatively small settlements, the density of existing
housing within South Bucks tends to be lower than in more
urban areas.

3.3.3

Higher densities can make a positive contribution to an area’s
character, reduce the pressures on the surrounding Green Belt
and help to support local services. However, it is important
that the density of new development is appropriate to its
context and that all new development is well designed. The
Council has produced a Residential Design Guide to encourage
high quality, sustainable design.

3.3.4

South Bucks comprises a number of separate and distinctive
settlements each with their own local character. However, the
increased level of housing development that has occurred in
some settlements in recent years, for example Beaconsfield and
Gerrards Cross, has led to some public concern that this
character is gradually changing. Much of this development has
been in the form of higher density infill development, backland
development and (in particular) plot redevelopment. There is
evidence52 that due to this ad hoc, incremental intensification,
the character of some towns and villages is being eroded. It
will therefore be essential to promote sustainable communities
whilst respecting our settlements’ character and local
distinctiveness.

3.3.5

To achieve this, the Council will manage development in a
positive way through seeking a high quality of design and by
protecting areas that are particularly sensitive to change, for

52
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example conservation areas and other areas with exceptional
character. It is therefore proposed that a Development Plan
Document will be produced early in the plan period which will
identify ‘character areas’ within each settlement excluded from
the Green Belt and provide a clear framework for assessing the
impact of development proposals on character. A residential
density target has been set in Core Policy 8 below, having had
regard to factors such as current levels of accessibility to
services, the characteristics of the area and the amount of new
housing required to meet the housing requirement set in the
South East Plan.
3.3.6

Developers should also demonstrate, through the Design and
Access Statement submitted with their planning application,
that their proposed development would contribute to a
reduction in CO2 emissions and be resilient to the effects of
climate change (see Core Policies 12 and 13 for more details).

3.3.7

It will be important to protect local communities from the
threat and consequences of criminal and anti-social behaviour
through achieving reductions in crime and disorder and the fear
of crime53. In order to further this aim, the Council will seek to
create safe and sustainable environments by designing out
opportunities for crime and anti-social behaviour in accordance
with best practice as highlighted in ‘Safer Places’ and ‘Secured
by Design’. The LDF also has a role to play in promoting
community safety more generally, for example, by encouraging
good design that minimises the risk from fire.

3.3.8

Core Policy 13 addresses sustainable design and construction.
Core Policy 8: Built Environment
The protection and, where appropriate, the enhancement of the
District’s historic environment is of paramount importance. In
particular, internationally and nationally designated historic
assets, for example Scheduled Ancient Monuments and Grade I
and II* listed buildings, will have the highest level of protection.
Locally important heritage features also make an important
contribution to the creation of distinctive and sustainable places
and will also be protected, conserved and enhanced where
appropriate.
All new development must be of a high standard of design and
make a positive contribution to the character of the surrounding
area. To help achieve this, character areas will be identified in
settlements excluded from the Green Belt in a subsequent DPD.
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The Council will also continue its programme of reviewing
existing Conservation Areas and designating new Conservation
Areas where appropriate.
New development should be designed to help tackle the causes
of, and be resilient to the effects of, climate change.
In order to make more efficient use of land, new housing should
be built at an average density of no less than 30 dwellings per
hectare across the District. However, actual densities may be
higher or lower than this, to reflect factors such as the
accessibility of the site and the character of the surrounding
area.
Development proposals will be expected to accord with Secured
by Design principles to achieve crime prevention, reduce the
fear of crime and improve other aspects of community safety.
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